854 Woodmoor Acres Dr.
Monument, CO 80132

Job Title: HUMINT Training Support Technician
Location: Ft Meade, MD
Security Clearance: TS/SCI (Counter Intelligence Polygraph Preferred)
E&M Technologies is currently seeking a HUMINT Training Support Technician to join our team in
support of the Army INSCOM Army Operations Group HUMINT Operations.
Responsibilities:
 Provide support to AOG’s HUMINT training efforts by preparing training tools, monitoring and
tracking training efforts in accordance with Army Doctrine
Position Requirements:
Minimum Experience:






5 years’ experience within the Intelligence Community with intelligence operations.
Detailed knowledge of Army structure and defense level intelligence operations: intelligence collection,
fusion, analysis, production, and dissemination for intelligence databases and products
Detailed knowledge of DIA, NSA, CIA, DEA, FBI, DHS, and Departments of Treasury and State
programs and products
Knowledge of intelligence oversight and security guidelines
Excellent oral and written communication skills for preparing, presenting, and communicating complex
topics using available multimedia software and applications.

Desired Experience:
 Experience with HUMINT operations
 Experience with conducting research, create, develop, and delivery of professional briefings, multimedia
presentations, and written reports
 Experience in producing reports incorporating text and graphics to convey complex concepts to senior
policy makers
 Experience with assessments, enterprise data integration, governance, and metrics, including the
application of metadata management techniques and data modeling and design
 Experience with the application of quantitative and qualitative analytic methods, including the design,
development, and management of statistical models and enterprise-wide surveys
 Detailed knowledge in applying state-of-the-art intelligence analysis tools
 Experience in developing training curriculum
Required Education and Clearance
 Associates Degree
 MUST HAVE AN ACTIVE TOP SECRET/SCI CLEARANCE
E&M Technologies offers competitive salaries, medical benefits, and a 401k plan.
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To Apply for this Position:
You must have the listed skills and experience in your resume to be selected for an interview. Send your resume
to emtech@eandmtech.com
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex,
sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, national origin, age, veteran status, disability, or any other
protected class. U.S. Citizenship is required.
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